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VAL DI FIEMME IS WAITING WHILE FRENZEL IS GETTING CLOSER TO RYDZEK

Next 13 - 15 January Nordic combined World Cup in Val di Fiemme (Trentino region, Italy)
Exciting races at the cross country stadium and ski jumping stadium in Italy’s “cradle of Nordic skiing”
Johannes Rydzek leads the overall, followed by defending champion Frenzel

Val di Fiemme (Trentino region, Italy) and the Nordic Ski Fiemme committee will organise, only a week after the Tour de Ski finals, an exciting three-day Nordic combined World Cup event from the 13th to the 15th of January 2017. 
Everything is ready in Val di Fiemme: The cross country stadium in Lago di Tesero is covered with snow and is waiting for athletes to fiercely struggle after the HS134 ski jumping session at the ski jumping stadium in Predazzo. The race programme includes two individual Gundersen (HS134/10 km) and one Team sprint event with teams from all over the world. Before the races, the public will have the opportunity of having breakfast for free with the initiative “Jump in the Breakfast”, and school pupils will also be present upon invitation of the OC, which is trying to arouse interest for this discipline among the young, who will therefore admire the Nordic combined stars’ jumps in Predazzo before going to the cross country stadium for the epilogue. 
The Nordic combined season started under German dominion and in Ramsau (Austria) the German team confirmed its strength, with four athletes in the first four positions on the first day (Rydzek, Riessle, Frenzel and Geiger). Germany took all the available podium positions on the following day as well (Frenzel, Riessle and Geiger), with World Cup leader Rydzek ending with a sixth place. Eric Frenzel is therefore getting closer to the top with a gap of only 16 points. 

Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com 



